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Driving Customer Pains

• Maximo planners and schedulers want the ability to view, adjust, and publish 
work schedules in an intuitive graphical view

Historically, customers have used Project, Primavera or even Excel to do work 
and labor scheduling

- Too heavy for ‘everyday’ users
- Require extra work to integrate, to synchronize, and to maintain with Maximo

• Maximo customers want the ability to forecast Preventive Maintenance (PM) 
without having to create PM work orders

• Maximo customers want the ability to view consolidated craft requirements for 
both short term work scheduling and long range planning
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Our Vision

An embedded Graphical tool in Maximo to schedule work orders / 
tasks and PM forecasts
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Our Strategy

Enhance the product based on customer feedback 
and market needs 

Continue to support our MS Project and our 
Primavera adapters
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How is it delivered?

Delivered as an Add-on to:

Maximo Asset Management 7.1 
and 

Tivoli Asset Management for IT (TAMIT) 7.1

Maximo 
Asset Management 7.1

Maximo Scheduler

Tivoli Asset 
Management for IT 7.1

Maximo Scheduler
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What is Maximo Scheduler?
A Maximo application that contains a Gantt tool to schedule work orders, 
tasks, and forecasted PM work graphically
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Who is it for?

• Planners
– Forecast upcoming planned work
– Assess long term resource requirements

• Schedulers
– Prioritize planned and unplanned work
– Schedule planned and unplanned work based on resource availability

• Supervisors & Technicians (mostly read only)
– Perform scheduled work
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Scheduler

Work Order

Assignment Manager

PM Forecasts

Gantt View
Drag and drop work order and tasks
View craft requirements
Manage dependencies
Perform CPM
“What if” scenarios

Many to many assignments
Part of Work Order application
Bulk reschedule

Date constraints
Task dependencies
“Schedulable” tasks

Date and meter based forecasts
Edit forecast dates 
View forecasts in Scheduler
View craft requirements
Date constraints

Key Features/Applications Enhanced
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The “Sliding” Forecast Window

Forecast Window

New distant forecast dates 
appended to the forecast

(Constant)

PM Forecast Dates

Current forecast dates for 
new PM Work Orders that 
are now due

Time

Current Date

The forecast window “slides” consistently with time, as current PM dates are 
consumed and new ones added … the forecast window is automatically 
maintained
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Benefits to the Customer
• View all planned, reactive, and forecasted work in a single, 

consolidated graphical view
– All work order, task, and forecast  information available in a configurable UI
– Drag-and-drop capability allows for easy schedule manipulation based on real time 

information

• Optimize resource usage
– Identify craft utilization / shortfall

• Efficient planning through “what if” scenarios
– i.e. set schedule, then incorporate feedback from planning/production meetings

• Manage assignments directly from the work order application
• Embedded graphical tool without the need for integration

– A graphical tool embedded in Maximo, no need to integrate to external scheduling and 
planning tools
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How to use Maximo Asset Management Scheduler 7.1.1

• Scheduler allows the Planner to graphically set Schedule 
Start Dates for any work type well in advance based upon 
Craft availability (they can schedule the work when in all 
likelihood it can get done)

• Then when the work date gets closer, use Maximo 
Assignment Manager, directly from the WO application, to 
assign specific labor resources to the work

• Maximo will automatically translate Forecasted Dates into 
PM Work Orders
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What Maximo Scheduler is Not

• It is not a budgeting tool

• It is not a project management tool

• It is not a schedule compliance tool (yet)
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SCREEN SHOTS
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Gantt View
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Click here

Tabular View
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Tabular View
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Date Constraints
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Task Constraints
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Schedulable Tasks
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PM Forecast – Options and Settings
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Generating a Forecast

Current Forecast 
Duration

New Forecast 
Duration

Background Options
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The Forecast

Forecast Dates

Job Plans
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Changing Forecast Dates

New Forecast 
Dates
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PM Forecast Segments on the Gantt View
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The REAL Value
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Assignment Tab – Required Crafts

Craft/Skill requirements as per Plans tab
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Assignment Tab – Available Labor
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